An autofocusing method is proposed to compensate for the inter-pulse phase errors in stepped-frequency ISAR imaging. A genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimisation (PSO), and a combination of PSOs (CPSO) model were applied and compared with the existing subarray averaging and entropy minimisation method. In simulations using measured data, CPSO gave the most accurate and stable results.
Introduction: In stepped-frequency ISAR imaging, the motion of the target between pulses in a burst can blur the range profile seriously. We propose a stepped-frequency motion compensation procedure using particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [1] . For this purpose, a genetic algorithm (GA) [2] and PSO using the entropy cost function have been compared with subarray averaging and entropy minimisation (SAEM) [3] . A new PSO method that divides the population into subpopulations (CPSO) is also proposed to improve the performance. In simulation results using the measured signal of a Boeing 737 aircraft, CPSO compensated for phase errors most successfully.
Signal model and proposed autofocus method: A stepped-frequency signal consists of M bursts of N pulses the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of which is 1/T. The frequency component in a burst is f n ¼ f 0 þ nDf, where Df is the frequency step. The received signal can be expressed as:
where the radial distance r k (m, n) to scatterer k at time mNT þ nT is given by
K is the number of scatterers, a k is the magnitude of scatterer k, r k0 (m) is the initial radial distance of scatterer k at the start of burst m, and t n ¼ nT; v r and a r , respectively, represent the velocity and acceleration along the line-of-sight. Because r k changes between pulses, the image is blurred. We compensate for this by estimating the velocity (v re ) and the acceleration (a re ) of the target. The compensated signal is then:
After this step, the focused range profile can be derived using inverse fast Fourier transform. Range profiles are then aligned to remove the effect of r k0 caused by the movement of a target between bursts due to (v re , a re ) and phase adjustment is performed [4] . To estimate v re and a re , we utilise one-dimensional (1-D) entropy minimisation [4] . Because the cost surface is composed of many local minima, we use the GA, PSO and CPSO to find the global optimum and compare their performances with that of SAEM [3] . CPSO is proposed in this Letter to increase further the performance of PSO. In CPSO, the population is divided into three subpopulations. In every generation step, the two particles with the poorest performance in each subpopulation are discarded and the two best particles are transferred, one randomly to each of the other subpopulations. Therefore, the subpopulations cooperate to find the optimum value. We used only three PSOs because of calculation time constraints.
Simulation: We compared each method using the measured ISAR image of a Boeing 737 aircraft obtained using a chirp waveform. To determine the parameters in the GA, PSO and CPSO, five evolutions were performed varying each parameter and selecting those that yielded the best average results. The population size of 30 was used and the number of evolutions was 30 for each method. For SAEM, the parameters in [3] were used.
The measured complex ISAR image was transformed into the stepped-frequency domain using FFT. Then, for each set of frequency data at each aspect angle, v r ¼ 300 m/s and a r ¼ 20 m/s 2 were added as follows:
where y n is the frequency domain data of range profile n and z n is the motion-added frequency of this profile. Using an Intel Quadcore processor, we performed 100 independent simulations. We derived the average evolution curve to focus the first range profile (Fig. 1) . We also produced ISAR images (Figs. 2a -d ) and calculated the average and the standard deviation of 2-D entropy [4] and the average computation time (Table 1) . PSO and CPSO provided lower 1-D entropies than SAEM and the GA (Fig. 1) . Therefore, images obtained using SAEM (Fig. 2a) and the GA (Fig. 2b) were not fully focused (some clutter effects appear around the aircraft), but those obtained by PSO (Fig. 2c) and CPSO (Fig. 2d) were well focused. CPSO required slightly more time than the GA, but CPSO showed the best image focus (entropy) and stability (lowest standard deviation). SAEM gave better focus than the GA, but required enormous computation time. Conclusion: We propose a stepped-frequency motion compensation method using PSO. To improve further the performance of PSO, we propose CPSO which uses three particle swarms that exchange a small number of particles. In simulations using real data, CPSO gave better motion compensation than the GA and SAEM.
